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Choosing DTA Backplanes

Overview of DTA 
Backplanes

A Compact Controller and its associated A120 I/O modules are installed in DTA 
backplanes which mount on the DIN rail. Three backplanes are available: the 
primary DTA 200, and two optional secondary DTA 201 and DTA 202 backplanes.

The DTA 200 
Primary 
Backplane

At a minimum, your drop must have a DTA 200 primary backplane. The Compact 
Controller will reside in the two leftmost slots in the DTA 200 backplane, it plugs into 
a 30-pin power supply connector and two 30-receptacle connectors. Three 
additional 30-receptacle slots available for A120 I/O modules or option modules 
such as the P120 ac-to-dc Power Supply or A120 simulator modules. Only one DTA 
200 backplane is used in a drop.

This shows the DTA 200 primary backplane. 

The DTA 200 is 213.4 mm wide x 142 mm high x 31 mm deep, and drops onto a DIN 
EN 50 022 carrier rail, two clips at the bottom of the backplane secure the unit to the 
DIN rail. On the right side of the DTA 200 backplane is a 30-pin I/O bus extension 
connector that allows you to connect a secondary (DTA 201 or DTA 202) backplane. 
Six through-holes provide spaces through which mounted units may make contact 
with functional ground on the DIN rail.
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Two-Slot and 
Five-Slot 
Secondary 
Backplanes

Up to three secondary backplanes may be used in a drop (a drop maximum of four, 
one primary and three secondary). Secondary (or extension) backplanes may be 
mounted to the right of the DTA 200 primary backplane on a common DIN rail or 
beneath the DTA 200 on one other DIN rail. The secondary backplanes contain 
either two (the DTA 202) or five (the DTA 201) 30-receptacle connectors for I/O 
module insertion. Secondary backplanes contain a bus extension ribbon cable with 
a 30-receptacle connector on it, allowing backplanes to be interlocked along a 
common DIN rail via a ground extension strap.

This shows the DTA 201 and 202 secondary backplanes. 

The DTA 201 five-slot backplane is 213.4 mm wide x 142 mm high x 31 mm deep. 
It has a 30-pin bus extension connector on its right side, allowing you to add another 
extension backplane to the drop. As many as three DTA 201 backplanes may be 
used in a drop, and they may be used in either a linear drop layout (along one 
common DIN rail) or in a stacked drop layout (two DIN rails, one over the other).

The DTA 202 two-slot backplane 91.5 mm wide x 142 mm high x 31 mm deep. Its 
backplane does not have a bus extension connector on its right side, and, if it is 
used, it must be the last backplane in the drop. If you plan to use a DTA 202 
backplane, remember that only one may be used in the drop, and it may be used 
only in a linear drop layout.(That is, not in a stacked drop layout.)
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Planning a Linear Drop Layout

Overview of 
Linear Drop 
Layouts

A DTA 200 primary backplane and up to three secondary backplanes may be 
mounted in a drop. The four backplanes may be mounted in a linear layout along 
one common DIN rail, or they may be stacked in two rows on two DIN rails and 
connected via a BXT 201 bus extension cable.

Linear Layouts The leftmost backplane on the DIN rail must be the DTA 200 primary backplane. Up 
to three secondary backplanes may be interconnected to the right of the primary 
backplane. You may use:

� One DTA 202 secondary backplane with the DTA 200
� As many as three DTA 201 secondary backplanes together with the DTA 200
� One or two DTA 201 secondary backplanes together with one DTA 202 

secondary backplane with the DTA 200
If you use a DTA 202 backplane in your drop, it must be the last (rightmost) 
backplane in the drop.
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This shows the legal configurations for a linear drop layout 
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Planning a Stacked Drop Layout 

Overview of 
Stacked Drop 
Layout

Backplanes in a drop may also be stacked on two DIN rails and connected by a BXT 
201 (30-pin female-to-female connectors) bus extension cable, or a BXT 203 (30-
pin female-to-male connectors) bus extension cable. There may be either one or two 
racks on each DIN rail. (See Using a BXT 201 Cable (30-Pin Female-to-Female 
Connectors), p. 107 if using a BXT 201 cable; see Using a BXT 203 Cable (30-Pin 
Female-to-Male Connectors), p. 110 if using a BXT 203 cable.)
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Using a BXT 201 
Cable (30-Pin 
Female-to-
Female 
Connectors)

A DTA 200 primary backplane and up to three secondary backplanes may be 
mounted in a drop. The four backplanes can be stacked in two rows on two DIN rails 
and connected via a BXT 201 bus extension cable.

Note that there can be only one BXT 201 cable per system.

� CASE 1: A single DTA 200 backplane over two DTA 201 backplanes; the BXT 
201 runs from rack 1 to rack 3.

Case 1 

� CASE 2: A DTA 200 backplane and one DTA 201 backplane over two DTA 201 
backplanes; the BXT 201 runs from rack 2 to rack 4.

Case 1 and Case 2 are the ONLY legal configurations!

Due to the I/O module addressing method used, the stacked drop layouts shown 
in Case 1 and Case 2 are the ONLY legal configurations!

Failure to follow this instruction can result in injury or equipment damage.

Note: The BXT 201 cable connectors are polarized and must be connected 
properly-the A connector must be attached to the top backplane, and the B 
connector must be attached to the bottom backplane.

CAUTION

DTA 200 (Rack 1)

DTA 201 (Rack 2) DTA 201 (Rack 3)

A

B

BXT 201
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Case 2 

In case 1, the drop is traffic copped as three consecutive racks (rack 1 ... rack 3); in 
case 2, the drop is traffic copped as four consecutive racks (rack 1 ... rack 4).

DTA 200 (Rack 1) DTA 201 (Rack 2)

DTA 201 (Rack 3) DTA 201 (Rack 4)

A

B

BXT 201
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Variations on the 
Stacked Drop 
Layouts

You can vary the two stack topologies to accommodate a one-over-one or two-over-
one layout:

� Variation on Case 1: A single DTA 200 backplane over one DTA 201 backplane, 
in this case, the traffic cop skips rack 2 and defines modules in racks 1 and 3.

Variation on case 1 

� Variation on Case 2: A DTA 200 backplane and one DTA 201 backplane over one 
DTA 201 backplane, in this case, the traffic cop skips rack 3 and defines modules 
in racks 1, 2, and 4.

Variation on case 2 

DTA 200 (Rack 1)

DTA 201 (Rack 3)

A

B

BXT 201

DTA 200 (Rack 1) DTA 200 (Rack 2)

DTA 201 (Rack 4)
BXT 201

A

B
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Using a BXT 203 
Cable (30-Pin 
Female-to-Male 
Connectors)

A DTA 200 primary backplane and up to two secondary backplanes may be 
mounted in a drop. The three backplanes may be stacked in two rows on two DIN 
rails and connected via a BXT 203 bus extension cable. Only one BXT 203 cable is 
allowed per system.

� Case 1: A single DTA 200 backplane over one DTA 201 backplane, in this case, 
the traffic cop defines modules in racks 1 and 2.

This shows case 1. 

� Case 2: A DTA 200 backplane and one DTA 201 backplane over one DTA 201 
backplane, in this case, the traffic cop defines modules in racks 1, 2, and 3.

This shows case 2. 

� Case 3: A DTA 200 backplane over two DTA 201 backplanes, in this case, the 
traffic cop defines modules in racks 1, 2, and 3.

Note: The BXT 203 cable allows stacked configuration that leaves the last 30-pin 
A120 I/O expansion receptacle available for applications requiring an Enabler Key. 
For example, the Gas Flow Enabler Key 130 HEK 301 0x.

DTA 200 (Rack 1)

DTA 201 (Rack 2)

BXT 203

DTA 200 (Rack 1) DTA 201 (Rack 2)

DTA 201 (Rack 3)

BXT 203
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This shows case 3. 

DTA 200  (Rack 1)

BX

DTA 201 (Rack 2)
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